Micro-Art provides a comprehensive Digital Imaging software suite to make processing your images a Snap. The
simple yet powerful modules use batch image processing to reduce and / or eliminate manual intervention and save
up to 70% of your manual process and time requirements in producing digital or printed output formats.
All products are One Time cost with no annual fees and free updates.

COMPOSITE

With a folder of images and a text file containing individual names and image name and a few
clicks of the mouse you can create a School or Company Composite in JPG format of up to 40x40 inches in a minute
or two. No more cut and paste! No more sorting manually! No
more resizing! No time wasted! Composite automatically sizes
the images to fit on the defined output format and sorts the
images by individual last name, first name and / or specific
position on the composite if required.
Built-in COMPOSITE+ Creates an individual Composite for each
person that is on the Composite with the individual highlighted in
the top left, right corner or centered.

Image Process Prepares all your images in batch mode,
using a few clicks of the mouse. All The images in the selected
folder can be rotated, resampled (resized), color enhanced,
adjusted for brightness, contrast and gamma, made into ovals.
Just set up the parameters and click to complete the
processing. Add your own frames and / or text to all your
images with overlays created in Photoshop or other imaging
software.
Batch Create ID cards using ID2, or IDLAM for high
volume pvc Cards. Output can be JPG Image, PVC
or standard printer.

Image Process

Plaque (Memory Mate) simplifies the creation of 8 x 10 (or any size)
Sports or promotion plaques using a Group photo, a folder of
individual photos and a plaque mask of your own design as
background. That simple! Click and produce one memory mate for
each individual in the folder!
Quick Crop is the easiest and quickest “what you see is what you” get
Cropping tool

Plaque

ON-Site Processing
Quickcrop

Event provides ONE SCREEN shopping basket
and order processing functions for Event
photography. Any number of viewing stations
can be attached to a Lan for instant access.

Hotproof provides instant Order form production with Image due date and barcode.
HotCapture can capture image names and attach them to individual records for later processing usint a tethered
Camera. No manual errors!
Fantasy creates greens screen and/or overlays instantly using a tethered camera.
Photoselect is an in-LAB viewing and selecting software for your customer’s selection. It includes Pricing structure
for your specific packages and Billing of selected items (with or without thumbnails).
PSPACD Creates the PSPA standard CD Folder for Yearbook Production.
SchoolCD Creates the required Images and text files for various school Student Systems

Package/Overlay Create up to 54 different packages and select one of up to
12 overpay or magazine covers and other overlays. Your imagination is the
limit!
Green batches the shooting of green screen subjects and the overlaying of
the image on your chosen background.
Proof-It creates proofs on any size output (selectable) with up to 2 lines of
text and the image name printed on each photo. Never lose track of an
image again.
Mugbook produces a book of individual images with or without Names
Overlay
printed using the Composite format Text file and folder of images. The
output can be 8 x10 Jpg images or standard printed output. Can be
produced for Teachers, Coaches or used as input to create your Yearbook.
Quickcrop provides an easy way of cropping head shots
Orderform can create proof sheets on your preprinted forms (or JPG file) to send to your customers
Track your orders with Laborder. A data base program that facilitates data input with flexible merge program and
automatic field copying. Creates Camera Cards for your shoot and scan the data back in after the shoot. Generate
your Composite text files directly. Creates standard reports for student orders and has flexible report production.
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